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1. Introduction 
5 
Studies on the dielectric dispersion of barium titanate ceramics at low frequencies seem 
never to have been fully done hitherto. Grant(l) gave th己 Cole-Colediagram of the complex 
dielectric constant of the substance at 80oC. The diagram is a circular arc between 100kc/s 
and 800c/s， but at lower frequencies down to 80c/s it deviates from the circular arc and 
approches a straight line. H巴 couldnot conclude whether the deviation was due to th巴 dc
conductivity of th巴日p巴cimenor to another dispersion. 羽Te，th巴 presentauthors， examined 
experimentally the dielectric dispersion at low巴rfrequencies ancl at higher temperatur巴s.The 
result shows that the ph巴nomenonmentionecl above must be attributecl to the second 
dispersion rather than to clc conductivity 
2. Experimenta.l Procedure 
CMaterial) 
A large number of barium titanate ceramics were 
pr巴par巴dby the usual methocl， and specimens of compara回
tively high dispersion chosen from among them were 
mainly used. For comparison measurements were made 
about a single crystal kindly offered by Murata Manufac-
turing Co. 
CDiel巴ctricmeasurements) 
The measurem巴ntwas carriecl out as shown in Fig. 1 
on a bridge of a special feature providecl with a conductance 
shifter devised by Nakajima and Konclo∞for use with 
very low fr巴quencies. Th巴 balancingof the bridge at 
fr巴qu巴ncieshigh巴rthan 30c/s was detected by the special 
circuit similar to the type devised by Brown and Ramsay 
n which was describecl in a previous paper.ωAt 1 c/s 
a nu11 detecter of the type devisecl by Nakajima ancl 
Kondo∞was used. 
Fig. 1. Very low frequency 
bridge 
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An RC type oscillator was used for frequencies higher than 30 c/s， and a motor-driven 
sine potentiomet日rwas used at 1 Somewhat high voltages， of the ord巴rof 10 v p町
mm， were appliεd to the specimen for the sake of th邑 accur丘町 of the measurement圃
3. Expe:rim.en.tal Result and Dis棚田昌iOB
Th巴 temperatur巴 dependencyof thεdielectric constant and tan a ofone specimen at 20 
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The specimen is 1，05 mm in thickness and it5 Curie point is about 1190C 1t is seen that 
the dielectric disp白 S10nof the specim巴nis conspicuous. The relations of the re旦1part e' 
and the imaginary part 12" of the complex dielectric constant at sev邑raltemp巴raturesbelow 
the Curie point are shown in Fig， 3. In the figure the points corresponding to 1 are 
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Fig. 3. Complex dielectric constant at several temperatures below Curie point 
arcs and approaching straight lines. 1n the calculation of the values of ε1 the dc conduct-
ance errors were not corrected because th巴yw巴renegligibly small compared to the total 
conductance as will be described below. Curve (1) in Fig. 3 at 80"C is generally similar to 
that given by Grant(l) and shows a broad巴rdistribution in relaxation time. But as the 
temperature rises the arc gradually changes to a semicircle and curve (4) at 118"C is just 
a semicircle showing a single relaxation time. Every part deviating from the circular arc 












Fig. 4. Complex dielectric constant at high巴rtemperatures than Curie point 
ε' 
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result obtained with the same specimen as the 
ε 
above at temperatures high巴rthan Curie point 60' 
is shown in Fig. 4 as an example. 
The curves in thefigure lack the usual呂mall
circular arc 旦tthe lower巴nd. Assuming the 50 
loci at low frequ芭nciesto be straight lin己S
their inclinations app巴ar to become larger 
a部s t出h巴 t旬阜佃I町mp巴釘ra瓜t仇加uぽ1江r巴 nお呂ε田s c印o!叫ltr印ar吋Y tωo 出h巴 4酬0∞ Q 
ph巴印nom巴nonseen a抗tt悦自印I立mp巴ratur巴slower than 
Cu山1泣立riepoin批1此t.For comparison the result obt旬加a創lt乱led
with a single cryst乱 ofbutterfly type is shown 30 
in Fig. 5. It is s記enth呂tthe dielectric dispersion 
and its乱nomalouscharacter at low frequencies 
stil exist in the single 
20 
Now w巴 5ha11 discuss on the mechanism 
for the anomalous charact日r，that 
10 
the deviation from a circular arc at low 
frequencies. 1n the first place， th巴 anomalous
character can not b巴 attributed to the dc 
conductivity， because as seen in curve (4) in 










Fig. 5. Complex dielectric constant of 
乱 singlecrystal at 95"C。
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependency of the resistance 
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arc extends far to the right from it. If the dc conductivity is th巴 principalcause the 
deviating part must ext巴ndtowarcls the 1'egion above the inters巴ctionof εaxis ancl the 
circular arc as cliscussecl by Grant.(1) Furthermore we measured directly the dc conductivity 
of the specimell by a vacuum tube electromete1' ancl examined the extent of its cont1'ibution 
to the total conductance. Th巴 temperatu1'e d巴pendencyof the 1'esistance of the specimen 
as us巴clin Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 6. Th巴r巴la1はtionρ (T) m乱ybe l'巴pr巴s巴nt臼巴dgen巴r口a乱11砂yby 
th児efおo1'm立 l孔1U山1
po叶1n叫1tおsa little smal口le町rt出hantl仏.1a吋tbelow i託t. This abnormality may perhaps be attributecl to 
the semiconclucti ve character of the specimen du巴 tothe impurity as was discu邑seclby 
Saburi.(5) At any rate the clc concluctance for the case of Fig. 6 at 1180C amounts only 
to 0.3 % of the total conductance for the case of curve (4) in Fig. 3 at 30c/s， ancl to 
3 % at 1 c/s. And so we must attribute the anomalous character at low frequencies to 
some other mechanism. 
Subsequently we examinecl whether the mechanism is the electrode polarization of Cole's 
theory(6) or not. Accorcling to the theory， electrocle polarization is a surface effect ancl 
negligible when the electrocle seperation is large. Therefore we stuclied with a thick 
specimen of 5.28 mm， ancl founcl also the same anomalous charact巴rmention日clabove 
for a thin specimen. Thus the electrod巴 polarizationtheory must be日bonclonedhere. 
Now we notice that the diagrams shown in Fig. 3 are analogous to that of ic巴 reported
by Humbel， Jona and Scheerer.の Theanomalous character of ice at low frequencies was 
clearly explained by Steinmann and Granicher仰 bythe spac巴 chargepolarization th巴oryof 
Macdonald.ωAncl it seems reasonable to suppose that the anomalous character of bariul1l 
titanate c日ramicsat low fr巴quencieis due to the space charge polar匂ationoriginating frol1l 
the semiconductive property. But there is no r日asonat present to suppose it should not be 
attributed to the usual interf旦cialpolarization due to the inhomogeneity of the specimen. 
The authors express their gratitude to Murata Manufacturing Co. for the gifts of single 
crystals of barium titanate. 
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